Presurgical techniques for the treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants – a review of the literature
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Abstract

Patients with cleft lip and palate require long-term, multistage and multidisciplinary treatment whose first step is presurgical orthopaedic (PSO) treatment. The reconstruction of the lip, alveolar process and nose in these patients are major plastic surgery challenges. Various presurgical procedures are undertaken to achieve optimal surgical outcomes. The aim of this article is to present selected techniques for the presurgical cleft lip and palate treatment in infants and critically evaluate the benefits, limitations and drawbacks of the methods used. The research was based on the literature review using keywords: presurgical treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants, presurgical orthopaedics in the treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants in PubMed, Google Scholar databases, and publications in orthodontics and infant orthopaedics out of these databases. PSO is a minimally invasive therapy performed between birth and first surgery. Anatomical and functional cleft palate disorders constitute indications for PSO. There are positive reports on PSO techniques and some of them can be implemented by the child’s caregivers at home. The authors of studies disagree on the PSO effectiveness. The lack of long-term research results, high costs of therapy and few therapy centres negatively influence the decision to undertake the therapy.
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Introduction

Cleft lip and palate is one of the most common developmental defects, which manifests as an anatomical discontinuity and underdevelopment of the tissues involved in this disorder. Due to abnormalities in the morphology of the skeleton and dentition it causes numerous functional problems (e.g. with breathing, sucking, swallowing, chewing, and speech) and promotes infections of the respiratory tract and middle ear [1]. Often the cleft is also the cause of varying degrees of self-esteem issues and social exclusion. The loss of anatomical continuity of the tissues due to cleft implies a disruption of the harmonious pre- and postnatal growth of all the anatomical structures that are interconnected and control further growth, resulting in deformities of the facial elements, jaws and nose.

The incidence of clefts varies. They are most common in Asians (Indians 3.6/1000, Japanese 2.1/1000, Chinese 1.7/1000) and are less common in African-Americans (0.3/1000). Among Caucasians, the average incidence is about 1/1000, with a fairly high incidence in Europe (Sweden 2/1000 and Denmark 1.9/1000) [2-4].

Cleft lip and palate causes numerous morphological abnormalities in the craniofacial region. Deformities observed in unilateral cleft lip and palate are a more or less pronounced cupid’s bow, a poorly marked or absent philtral ridge, shortening of the lip on the cleft side compared to its height on the unaffected side, an often-hypertrophied lip frenulum, the depth of the nasolabial fold usually only marked on the non-cleft side, a protrusion of the cutaneous part of the lip due to the retraction of the underlying muscles which have lost their grip. The nasal deformities associated with this cleft are flattening and widening of the nostril opening on the cleft side, tilt of the columella toward the affected side, upturned base of the nasal wing, deviation of the anterior nasal spike toward the normal side, and asymmetry of the nasal tip. In bilateral cleft lip and palate, the cupid’s bow is generally absent and the cutaneous portion of the lip is a convex lens-shaped surface. There is no visible philtral ridge and the probium is usually devoid of properly developed muscle fibres. Visible nasal deformities include a flattened and dilated nasal tip, shortened columella, and poorly developed septal nasal cartilage. The premaxilla is protruded, while the cleft jaw fragments collapse towards the midline [5] (Fig. 1).

The treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants requires a multistage, multidisciplinary approach and cooperation between physicians of many specialties. Presurgical orthopaedic (PSO) treatment is one of the earliest stages of this treatment plan. Whereas presurgical orthodontic techniques are used to model the tissues of the jaw, alveolar process, and nose of an infant with unilateral or bilateral cleft lip and palate. According to many authors, infants who have a complete osseous cleft may benefit from PSO treatment applied prior to cleft lip and palate suturing procedures. The expected outcome of PSO treatment techniques is primarily an attempt to achieve better surgical outcomes by reducing the cleft gap and improving jaw growth, making the tissues of the lip and nasal region more flexible [6-7].

Other expected effects of PSO techniques mentioned in the literature are improvement of jaw growth, facilitation of intraoral feeding, improvement of speech function, and reduction of nasal deformity [6-7].

The literature suggests that the use of PSO by the orthodontist early in the child’s development, due to the high flexibility of the soft tissues, may offer the possibility of a better surgical treatment outcome. On the other hand, PSO techniques often raise several doubts and there is much discussion in the literature. The aim of this article was to review the literature about selected presurgical treatment techniques for cleft lip and palate in infants and to critically evaluate their benefits, limitations and drawbacks.

Materials and methods

The literature from 1987-2021 was reviewed using the key words: presurgical treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants, presurgical orthopaedics in the treatment of cleft lip and palate in infants in the PubMed and Google Scholar databases and publications in the field of orthodontics and infant orthopaedics that were not available in the mentioned databases. Based on the analysis of 75 publications, 35 articles, and 2 textbooks related to the topic of the study were selected. Case reports and literature of Polish authors were included in the literature.
PSO (Presurgical Orthopaedic) treatment is a clinical technique which has its beginning in the seventeenth century, when Hoffman used a headgear with straps which caused the retraction of the premaxilla and narrowing of the cleft fissure. Desault wanted to achieve the same effect with a similar technique in children with bilateral clefts. Later, Hullihen (1844) used adhesive tapes in the presurgical phase to help bring the cleft soft tissues together and Brophy (1927) used a silver wire passing through both cleft segments of the alveolar process, tightening the wire led to approximation of the segments [8]. A little later, McNeil (1950) used acrylic plates to form the cleft segments of the alveolar process [8-9]. Among the methods introduced for the presurgical treatment of clefts we should also mention the acrylic plates immobilised with pins aimed at simultaneous retraction of the premaxilla and expansion of the posterior cleft segments, used by Georgiade and Latham (1975) and the passive acrylic plates used by Hotz (1987). A method combining correction of cleft palate, alveolar process, lip, and nose was proposed in 1993 by B.H. Grayson and was based on the use of an acrylic plate fitted with a nasal stent and tapes [9-11]. Effective treatment of cleft lip and palate should lead primarily to restoration of the continuity of the alveolar ridge, normal oral function, development of the speech apparatus, and improvement of hearing and aesthetics. PSO techniques in their assumption aim to prepare the patient for surgical treatment. The authors of these publications suggest that combining PSO with surgery may contribute to favourable treatment outcomes, increasing the likelihood of improving the quality of life [7, 12].

The application of the chosen PSO therapy depends on the type of cleft and the preference of the treating physician. In the literature the most frequently mentioned PSO techniques are alveolar modelling with palatal plates, tape therapy, massage, and NAM [7].

### Alveolar modelling with a palatal plate

Alveolar modelling with a palatal plate takes advantage of the increased formability of the maxillary segments in infants and the possibility of their repositioning. The aim of this treatment is to achieve an end-to-end alveolar position prior to surgical treatment. Active and passive, intraoral or extraoral appliances are used in the treatment. Active plates move the alveolar segments in a specific way with controlled forces, whereas passive appliances do not provide force but act as a support point for the forces generated during surgical suturing of the lip to contour and form the alveolar segments [13-14].

The plates used in PSO have two handles (wires) fused into the anterior part, lying on the cheeks. The plate located in the oral cavity covers the palate and alveolar ridge and covers the cleft fissure, separating the nasal and oral cavities (Fig. 2-3). In patients not treated with a plate, the tongue is located in the cleft fissure, impairs the growth of the jaw and reduces the size of the cleft fissure [15]. Depending on the type of cleft, the plate is relieved accordingly resulting in displacement of the cleft segments [16]. Numerous modifications of the palatal plate are described in the literature, e.g.: Perzyńska-Partyka (with a hole for a dummy), Burston (with a bite shaft), Perzywna (with an orthodontic screw), Penkalowa (concerning bilateral clefts, with the use of an acrylic pad on the premaxilla) [16]. The following advantages of alveolar modelling with a palatal plate were reported in the literature:

- reduction of cleft fissure size due to growth of alveolar ridges and bones medially [7, 15],

![Figure 2. Palate plate made of acrylic. View from the inside](image)

![Figure 3. Palate plate made of acrylic. Front view](image)
• improved sucking and swallowing function and the possibility of replacing probe feeding in favour of breastfeeding [7, 16].

Whereas the following disadvantage of this technique was also noted: the headpiece or cloth straps (needed to keep the plate in the correct position) may cause discomfort for the patient [16].

**Orthopaedic taping**

Orthopaedic taping is commonly used in the presurgical management of cleft treatment. It can both complement another technique or be used as a separate therapeutic tool. External taping is used in conjunction with intraoral plates and is a source of external forces used in the process of alveolar ridge repositioning. The aim of orthopaedic taping is to approximate the soft tissues located in the immediate area of the cleft. The tapes mimic the flexibility and functionality of the muscles. In bilateral clefts, the tapes are placed on the patient’s cheeks and apply pressure on the protruding premaxilla to retract it. The forces acting on the cleft segments improve their position. In the case of unilateral clefts, lip protectors attached to the tape are used to facilitate the repositioning of the segments into the correct position. The desired effect of using this method is to change the shape of the lip edges and improve the muscular strength of this area [7, 17-18]. Among the advantages of orthopaedic taping technique is beneficial effect on muscle development, muscle mass gain and enhancement of the child’s facial expression [7, 18]. The following disadvantages of this technique are reported in the literature:

- frequent complications: skin irritations, ulcerations [8-9],
- difficulties in maintaining hygiene of the treated area [8, 19],
- mistakes in tape replication by the caregiver [19].

**Massage**

A PSO technique rarely described in the orthodontic and dental literature is cleft lip massage. The recommended PSO treatment for children with cleft is to massage both parts of the cleft lip. It is recommended that the massage be performed by the child’s caregiver several times a day. The massage should be performed in accordance with the recommendations of the orthodontist. Massages are intended to stretch and make soft tissues more flexible before surgery. Szeląg et al. describe the method of massage which depends on the type of cleft [16]. It is recommended to perform massages 3-5 times a day with 30 movements bringing the cleft lips together during one massage [16]. The main advantage of massage is increasing tissue elasticity and stretching, which facilitates surgical procedures (fusion of the cleft parts and formation of the lip) [15]. It should be noted that this is the least invasive of the techniques described [16].

**Nasoalveolar Molding (NAM)**

The NAM technique is a method particularly popular in the United States and is also used in many European and Asian countries. The aim of the technique is to reduce the oro-nasal deformity prior to primary surgery. The NAM technique uses a palatal plate and wire elements, as well as extraoral nasal stents, supported by surgical tapes. The elements used can lead to narrowing of the cleft fissure, formation of the nasal cartilage, the premaxilla, and the alveolar process. The desired outcome of treatment is to achieve the correct position of the replaced structures and a shape suitable for the neonatal-infant period [9]. According to the authors Grayson et al. [9] in infants with bilateral cleft lip and palate with alveolar involvement, the goals of presurgical NAM are non-surgical elongation of the columella, positioning of the premaxilla in the sagittal plane, and retraction of the premaxilla in a slow and gentle process to achieve continuity with the posterior segments of the alveolar cleft [9]. Additional objectives include reducing the width of the nasal tip, improving its projection, and reducing the width of the nasal wing base [9, 20].

The basis for the NAM concept was a study by Matuso et al. (1984), according to which hormones in infants (higher levels of oestrogen) have a significant effect on the ability to form cartilage tissue [8-10, 13]. The palatal plate is formed depending on the type of cleft, considering the areas of potential pressure and relief. Additionally, it is provided with a retention arm[s] usually ending in a retention button, which allows the attachment of flexible elements: orthodontic extractors, orthodontic elastics and surgical tapes stretched between the retention button and soft tissues of the cheeks. At a later stage of treatment (cleft fissure reduced to 5-6 mm), a stent is added to the plate, which should be beneficial in improving nasal symmetry and protrusion [8].

The NAM technique has many modifications regarding the construction of the palatal plate, the stent, and the treatment procedure. These include, for example, the PENAM technique described by Qi Wang et al. [21] using a nasal frame and stent, without the use of a palatal modelling plate, and the Figueroa NAM technique described by Y-F Chen and Y-F Liao [22] using a passive modelling plate [21-22].

Advantages of the NAM technique reported in the literature are:

- approximation of the cleft segments, alignment of the soft tissues, improved symmetry of the nasal cartilage which allows for better postoperative results with less risk of scarring [8-9, 23],
- a more favourable position of the alveolar process allows bone formation, which in the further development of the child gives a chance for teeth to erupt in the correct positions and the possibility of better alignment of the dentition and periodontal support [8, 24],
Based on a long-term evaluation, Lee et al. [30] analysed the effects of alveolar modelling and gingivoperiosteoplasty (modified Millard type) on the growth of the midface in the prepubertal period. They found that presurgical nasoalveolar moulding (NAM) and gingivoperiosteoplasty (Millard type) did not affect the growth of the midface in the sagittal or vertical planes (until the age of 9-13 years) [30]. Ringdahl [31], who compared the long-term effects of treatment using the NAM technique with patients in the control group, found no significant difference in midface growth [31].

It should be noted that in numerous articles the authors point out that the use of the NAM technique is associated with the risk of an abnormal process of movement of the larger segment without changing or with a weaker change in the position of the smaller segment, so that the smaller segment becomes blocked. Furthermore, excessive nostril dilatation, resulting from too early placement of the nasal stent, is noticeable [20, 29]. There are also opinions that, despite the beneficial effect on approximation of cleft maxillary segments in the NAM technique or other PSO methods, there are no clear long-term results indicating the benefits of the therapies [7].

Studies on the effectiveness of PSO techniques using kinesiotaping were described by Dajee et al. [19]. The application of tapes transverse to the cleft fissure with their replacement every 1-3 days depending on the clinical condition of the patient (25% tape tension), applied until the child was 6 weeks old, led to a reduction in the cleft angle (on average from 57.53° to 31.3°) and narrowing of its sub-nasal width (on average from 36.41 mm to 21.69 mm) as well as approximation of the tissues within the vermilion border (on average from 47.84 mm to 25.48) [19].

Table 1 summarizes the results of studies on the effect of presurgical therapy (see Table 1). The effectiveness of using PSO techniques is controversial. The literature suggests that there is limited evidence on the long-term effects of the techniques discussed, which may be due to, for instance, the experience of the orthodontist [30]. Authors of publications also point out the need for detailed long-term studies on the efficacy of PSO, as they are mostly conducted with a small study group of a few to a dozen infants [26, 29-30, 32-33]. Certainly, treatment with PSO is a complex and costly therapy, with its effectiveness not unequivocally confirmed. There are few centres applying PSO, which often forces long travelling and generates high treatment costs [6].

A study on the effectiveness of the PSO techniques using a palatal plate was conducted by Mishima et al. [26]. The study involved 20 children (up to 18 months of age) with unilateral complete cleft lip and palate. Twelve children were treated with PSO using a palatal plate. The following parameters were assessed: degree of palatal dislocation, size of segment migration and shape of the alveolar arch. Compared to the control group, an increase in the size of the palate with a decrease in the gap between the maxillary segments (sagittal axis), a reduction in the angle of the segments towards the nasal cavity and an increase in the migration of the smaller segment towards the larger segment were obtained. According to the authors Mishima et al. [26], the use of braces in PSO can stimulate segment growth and prevent the jaw arch from collapsing under the force of lip closure [26].

A study on the effectiveness of using PSO techniques with the NAM technique was described by Padovano et al. [27], who reviewed 12 studies on the long-term effects of using this technique in patients with unilateral cleft lip and palate. According to the analysis of the data, the use of the NAM technique was found to be beneficial in improving the aesthetic aspect compared to no presurgical treatment with braces [27]. According to Maull et al. [28], the NAM technique has a beneficial effect on nasal shape in patients with unilateral complete cleft. The use of this technique up to 4 months of age followed by primary surgery resulted in better nasal symmetry compared to the control group. The treatment effect persisted into early childhood [28]. Lee et al. [29] compared the results of patients with bilateral cleft treated with surgery with patients treated according to the NAM protocol. They found that non-surgical columella lengthening (NAM) followed by primary retrograde nasal reconstruction had a beneficial effect on columella length and significantly reduced the need for repeat nasal surgery [29].

Disadvantages of the technique reported in the literature:

- irritation and ulceration of the oral mucosa, gums, nose, and cheek skin, due to excessive pressure of the plate in the oral vestibular area and on the labial side of the pre-maxilla, inflammation of the nasal tip area due to excessive force applied to the nasal stent and fungal infections resulting from poor tissue hygiene [8-9, 13, 25],
- he need for precise fabrication of the plate and its adjustment each time during the follow-up visit [8].

Discussion
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Table 1. Summary table of the described methods and effects of presurgical therapies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and year</th>
<th>Study group size</th>
<th>Treatment method</th>
<th>Treatment effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mishima et al. 1996 | 20 | Palate plate | - large size of palate  
- smaller sagittal gap between the two segments of the maxilla  
- smaller steepness of the segments toward the oral cavity  
- larger magnitude of migration of the lesser segment toward the cleft edge of the major segment |
| Maull et al. 1999 | 20 | NAM technique | - increases nasal symmetry to early childhood |
| Lee et al. 2004 | 20 | NAM technique | - no effects on midface growth in sagittal or vertical planes |
| Lee et al. 2008 | 26 | NAM technique | - non-surgical lengthening of collumela  
- reduced the need for secondary nasal surgery |
| Ringdahl 2011 | 16 | NAM technique | - no significant difference between the molding and non-molding groups in Goslon score, nasal form, nose symmetry, vermilion border or nasolabial profile assessments |
| Dawjee et al. 2014 | 8 | Lip taping | - reduction in cleft size ranging from 9.1 mm to 36.7 mm |
| Padovano et al. 2021 (meta-analysis) | 12 (studies) | NAM technique – passive presurgical infant orthopedic appliances | - better frontal nasal form and vermilion border |

Presurgical techniques for the treatment of cleft lip and palate have been used for more than 60 years. The aim of PSO is to shape the segments of the cleft jaw and stimulate their growth and development. PSO is a preparation for further surgical treatment. Among the indications for PSO are anatomical abnormalities including cleft fissure size and various functional disorders [16]. It is important to note that the authors of the publications are divided and that there are different attitudes regarding the effectiveness of PSO. Published studies prove the effectiveness of PSO and the validity of the use of these techniques as well as those that undermine them.

Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the literature, we concluded that in favour of the use of PSO are multidisciplinary care of the child with a cleft and starting treatment from the first days of life, before surgery, its relatively low invasiveness, the possibility of performing it by the patient’s caregivers (e.g., massages, kinesiotaping) and the reports on the potential effectiveness of PSO therapies. Whereas against the use of PSO techniques are contradictory reports of outcomes, lack of long-term evaluation of their effectiveness, limited availability and high cost of treatment.
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